TESTIMONIALS
Thanks so much. People were actually talking about how good the toilets smelt! We had a
horrible stinky experience last year with a different company, so I truly appreciate both your
glorious dunnies and your friendly and efficient service.
Thanks again,
Trish Pringle
Patricia Pringle
Senior Lecturer Interior Design
School of Architecture + Design
RMIT University

Just letting you know that we got great
feedback about your loos on Friday!
Everyone was surprised at how clean and
neat they were! A nice change to the usual
port-a-loos!
I will certainly be recommending your
services should the opportunity arise!
Cheers, Jodi
Jodi Plumbley
Events Manager
Sports Corp Elite
Just an email to say thank you for your help with the toilets...I've never heard so many people compliment a portaloo before :)
Thanks again,
Karis Bouher
Mercy Walk
The toilets with viking rentals were excellent. There were delivered on time and picked up promptly. We didn't have a single
problem with them throughout the day. I would definitely recommend them to anyone.
Thanks again Jim,
Bob Morrow, Social VP
UQMS
Just to let you know that we were very happy with the toilets you provided - they were great and Tony was great to work with. See
you next year!
Hazel

We hired a portable toilet for a one off event and found Viking Hire to be prompt reliable and they provided a good service. The
toilet was cleaned upon arrival and picked up promptly the next day.
Thank you.
Gaby Mitchell
Administration Manager

Viking Rentals was able to supply me with a fantastic quality, clean toilet at short notice. Delivery and pickup was a breeze leaving
me free to focus on the event at hand. All in all it was a fantastic experience and one which I would recommend to anyone!
Cheers
Chris

We hired a dunny for our daughters' 18th Birthday which we had in our backyard. The dunny was fantastic, as it had been quite wet
weather, it kept all the kids out of our house, hence, no mud traipsed through our home.
It's a great idea if you're having a backyard party and want the party kept outside!!
Cheers, Jade

hi Jim....Viking loo is great thanks..and service as well. Congratulations....its amazing.
cheers Ian Kidd

Hi again,
We the 122 members were very satisfied with your service and hire costs. I would recommend Viking to anyone.
Regards, Darryl.

Yes we were very pleased with the service you gave us. From the telephone to the delivery and the pick up. If needed again we would
use your company.
Thanks Robyn

Service was fantastic. As a matter of a fact I would like to know if we could order 1 again to be delivered on the 31st October, as my
daughter is having a holloween party. could you send us an email to confirm booking. Can it be delivered after 3.30pm but before 6pm
on the evening?? And is it possible to pay upon delivery?? If not please send us a bill via email and we will pay on the thursday
afternoon. thanks again for a great service. Michelle Polman

Thanks Very much for the service you provided for our 21st party at home. The toilets were delivered on time and looked and
smelled like they were brand new. Not having 100 or so people having to come through the house and queue for the toilets was
great.

We had a great day at the Caledonian Family Fun Day on 11/10/08. Your guys turned up on time both for delivery and drop off. the
toilets were great.
Thanks so much for all your help on the day.
Regards
Linda Nelson
Club Secretary

We were more than impressed with your service for our first corporate Family Fun Day. The Dunnies were clean and were perfect for
the hundreds of kids we had!
We won’t be going elsewhere for our future corporate days, we’ll be sticking with you guys!!
Thanks

Anya Hunter
PA to CEO - Mark Woelders
Motorama Group

Your wonderful boys made our day a breeze with their help in booking, delivering, setting-up and removal of your port a loos. The loos
were clean, very well presented and an essential part of our function running smoothly. Thank you and I will happily book you again.
Michelle

Couldn’t have had the party without it and everyone was happy. Many thanks for your prompt delivery and pick up and I will definitely
use Viking Rentals again if the need arises and I have recommended you to all my friends who may have need of your services.
Again many thanks
Janet

Thank-you for your passionate work ethic and clean toilets. Prompt delivery and flexible working hours were greatly appreciated.
Cory and Igor, Superspace "the greatest studio in the stratosphere".

The Moreton Bay College Parents & Friends Assoc. runs an annual Family Fun Day (Fete) which gets bigger and better each year.
After researching portable toilet facilities on the Internet we found Viking Rentals to have great prices backed up with a good service
offering. A quick online quote request resulted in a 24-hour turnaround and subsequent booking. The Viking Rentals delivery turned up
on time and was a highly professional service from start to finish. Our Family Fun Day hosted around 2000 people and the units we
hired had more than enough consumables stock, were clean and modern. We wouldn't hesitate to recommend their company for an
event.
Michelle Creevey
Secretary
Moreton Bay College Parents & Friends Assoc.

Viking Rentals were great! Friendly customer service and accommodating for toilet hire on weekends.
cheers
Amanda Maggs
We used one of your Dunnies for a 40th birthday bash, and it was a great success. Only having one loo in the house, meant we could
make all the men use the outside dunny and women got the luxury of an inside toilet!!!!
I noticed your dunnies on a building site, and found the name very intriguing, so jotted down the number and arranged for a dunny for
the party.
Everyone was very professional and accommodating to deal with.
Thanks heaps
Fleur
The service was great, no mucking around, easy and affordable. Toilets were extremely clean and was great for our party. We will
definitely hire from Viking Rentals in the future
Tayla Cooney

I was extremely happy with the port a loo you provided me with. Not a complaint all night, which was great for us.
Thank you for your help.
Lorraine.

We chose Dunnies with Dignity for my husband’s 40th Birthday celebrations – they delivered the toilets on time and to the correct
location, no hassles. The toilets were clean and in good condition. I would definitely use Dunnies with Dignity again and have no
hesitation in recommending them to other people.

Regards
Laurraine Murray

I would like to thank you and your wife for the fantastic portaloo you delivered to our house for my daughter’s wedding, and the great
customer service your company provided.
The toilet exceeded our expectations for cleanliness and user comfort, and everyone noticed the minty freshness!
There is nothing else like it on the rental market in Melbourne, and I would certainly recommend your company.
As I promised, find attached some photos showing how we decorated it.
There was a little confusion about whether it was the bridal suite!
Good luck with your business in Melbourne.
Cheers,
Helen
Thanks for providing our festival with toilets in September. They were fantastic - clean and all in working order. And the guy who
delivered them positioned them so that they were convenient but didn't detract from the festival venue. They were definitely 'dunnies
with dignity.'
It was also great that we were able to get them at the last minute, when we suddenly realised that we'd be needing extra toilets!
Thanks, Angela.
I hired a loo for my 18th, on the 12th of august. There were no hiccups with delivery or pick up, I was very impressed with the prompt
delivery, and the perfect timing. Everything I was told would be done took place without a problem. I will certainly call on your
company again if I require services of this particular kind. Thank you so much for making my party more bearable and achievable, it
was much appreciated. Kayla Lord.

I would Just like to take a moment to THANK YOU and your team for doing just what I would expect from a supplier.
That is to respond to me phone enquiry with all the answers required. And deliver an as new unit which was spotlessly clean and
delivered on time in the position requested. However very few suppliers today can just do the simple things we customers once took for
granted. Thanks again Jim and Team I will tell ten + people of my pleasant experience.
Regards
Craig & Julie Whyte
Mount Cotton
The "dunnys with dignity" were a great addition to our backyard wedding. They were exceptionally clean and looked brand new. Not
only that but they were delivered and picked up promptly as promised. The only thing that brought their standards down was the fact
that our 7 year old nephew decided he would avoid any mix ups by making a sign for each door saying 'boys only' and 'girls only', we
weren't sure why everyone was laughing but it appears that he has not yet differentiated between the letter 'y' and 'g' because the sign
on the boys read 'BOGS only'. Thankyou for a great job.
cheers, Ali and Scott Longmire
Thank you so much for making the hire of the toilets such an easy process. They were invaluable on the night and it was great to be
able to have them delivered and collected. I would also like to thank the staff who organized this both over the phone and online.
Everything was made so simple and another worry taken care of. Thank you for helping make my party perfect.
Belinda Walsh.
Thanks very much for the good service and clean toilets, we were surprised they were actually cleaned thoroughly in front of us so
we allowed our guests to use them with confidence. Very friendly nice staff. Thanks again we would not hesitate to refer your
company to our friends.

Hi Karen
I just wanted to write a note to say that you guys are great. Red came bang on time this morning and couldn’t have been more helpful
and professional. The toilets look fab too.
Thanks a lot. Cheers
Jonathan

